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ABSTRACT
This paper reflects on the intersection of human-computer
interaction (HCI) with techno-spirituality and science
fiction (SF). The paper considers science fiction treatments
of spirituality, religion and “the numinous” — a mysterious
presence that evokes fascination, awe and sometimes dread
— as stimulus for exploring techno-spiritual design through
“imaginary abstracts”, a form of design fiction. It presents
an imaginary abstract — a summary of a paper that has not
been written about a prototype that does not exist [6] — to
explore possible user reactions to an artificial intelligence
system that provides spiritual advice drawn from diverse
sacred texts as relevant to the user’s question. The paper
argues that SF is a valuable resource for creating design
fiction and may help HCI build a vocabulary for techno-
spiritual experiences.
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TECHNO-SPIRITUALITY AND THE EXPANDING SCOPE
OF HCI
The conduits had carried his prayer to the transmitter, and
from there the prayer had gone into the nearest relay
network; his prayer, during those days, had bounced
throughout the galaxy, winding up — he hoped — at one of
the god-worlds.

– Philip K. Dick, A Maze of Death (1970)

We are living in the future imagined by science fiction
writers of the twentieth century. Although there is less
space travel than expected, the “communicators” they

imagined are now in our pockets. The role that technology
might play in spiritual and religious practice is a major
theme of science fiction, but there is relatively little
research on spirituality in studies of  human- computer
interaction (HCI). A 2012 search in the ACM digital library
found only 19 research papers focused on techno-
spirituality [11]. Although papers have been added since
then (e.g., [21, 44]), the field remains small. HCI literature
covers three themes of use — institutional, practical and
experiential — but an inventory of the Apple App Store
[11] found many more spiritually oriented applications “in
the wild” than HCI has addressed so far.

HCI is expanding in scope and there are many relevant sub-
fields, but these are often difficult and controversial. There
is,  for  example,  much work  in  HCI  on  affect  and  emotion
[39]. As Hill et al. [33] observe: “the spiritual or religious
search for the sacred is primarily one of feeling” (p. 67).
They point out that both William James [34] and Rudolf
Otto [47] viewed emotion as a critical element of religion
and religious experience. Laurans, Desmet, and Hekkert
describe HCI’s emotion research as “flourishing” [39] but
the topic presents many challenges for researchers, as does
the sometimes related field of behaviour change. There has
been a great deal of work on behaviour change in recent
years, particularly in the areas of sustainability (e.g., [3,
64]) and well-being (mainly via physical activity and
healthy eating, e.g., [15, 52]). In 2011 Martin Seligman, one
of the leading figures in Positive Psychology, outlined a
framework of well-being [58] that specifically included
meaning, noting that this was often, though not exclusively
spiritual. For Seligman, meaning involves feeling part of
something larger than oneself. This something can  be  a
deity or a faith tradition, but it might also be a humanitarian
cause or nature [58]. HCI is covering positive psychology
(e.g., [63]), and the explicit spiritual aspect of well-being
makes this area plainly relevant to techno-spirituality.

There are many other wider research areas and disciplines
outside of HCI, including sociology (e.g., [10]), art [7],
music [22], aesthetics [9] and critical theory [2]. All of
these have the potential to inform techno-spirituality
research in the context of an expanded HCI. At the same
time that HCI has broadened its scope, it has also placed a
greater emphasis on building new prototypes in Research
through Design (RtD). The following section briefly
surveys research through design and the ways in which it
connects with design fiction.
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Research Through Design, Design Fiction and Science
Fiction
Research through Design (RtD) is increasing rapidly and in
2013 a conference1 was created around the topic.
Zimmerman, Stolterman and Forlizzi [67] describe RtD as
“a research approach that employs methods and processes
from design practice as a legitimate method of inquiry”
(p. 310). Reviewing the state of the art in 2010 they
proposed a more formalised research approach that would
carry more weight with the traditional HCI research
community (ibid.).  Gaver  [26],  in  contrast,  urged  the  RtD
community to celebrate diversity and to “take pride in its
aptitude for exploring and speculating, particularising and
diversifying, and — especially — its ability to manifest the
results in the form of new, conceptually rich artefacts”
(p. 937). Spirituality and spiritual experience are aspects of
life that can be ineffable and difficult if not impossible to
specify in an engineering sense, and techno-spirituality
seems a perfect candidate for research through design.
Indeed, RtD has already been used in techno-spirituality
research (e.g., [28]).

HCI has a longer history of engaging with science fiction:
as long ago as 1992, a CHI conference panel that included
Don Norman and well-known SF authors Vernor Vinge and
Bruce Sterling [40], discussed SF and HCI. The interest
persists, as evidenced by CHI 2014’s choice of opening
plenary speaker, SF author Margaret Atwood. Clearly, SF
and HCI share interests. Both address what the future might
look like; both expect the answer to depend, to some extent,
on what our technologies are capable of doing. SF and HCI
also  exhibit  key  differences,  however,  SF  is  far  more
interested in the social and political context of technology
use than HCI usually is. Dourish and Bell [18] contend it is
not simply that HCI ignores context, rather it assumes a
context that is more or less an extension of the researchers’
own biography and geography.

Recently there have been a number of attempts to
incorporate SF thinking into studies of HCI through what is
being called Design Fiction. A recent special issue of
Personal and Ubiquitous Computing reflects in depth on
the uses of science fiction and ubiquitous computing [37].
The leading figure in this movement is SF writer Bruce
Sterling, who runs a course on Design Fiction at the
European Graduate School2. In a recent blog post [62],
Sterling credits Julian Bleecker with coining the term,
although Sterling himself uses it in his 2005 book Shaping
Things [60]. Sterling’s early definitions of design fiction
described it in terms of plausible and realisable science
fiction. This includes the “near future” SF of writers such as
William Gibson but also draws on the critical design of
Dunne and Raby (e.g., [19]). Sterling recently offered a
more formal definition of design fiction: “the deliberate use

1 http://www.praxisandpoetics.org/researchthroughdesign/
2 http://www.egs.edu

of diegetic prototypes to suspend disbelief about change”
[61]. The word diegesis, he explains, is taken from theatre
studies, where it includes not only the story but also the
commentary, scene setting and props that support it [62].

The relevance of science fiction to techno-spiritual research
is strengthened by the analysis offered by Samuels [55] of
the relationship between SF and ethnography. This
relationship is not remotely casual, he contends, as “each
evokes alien worlds of experience” (p. 89) and both exist, in
part, to explore “the problematic of cultural translation”
(p. 90) and make those worlds understandable to the culture
for which the exploration is conducted. There are also many
potential ethical problems in studying techno-spirituality
through ethnography and Research through Design. Science
fiction explicitly situates itself as imaginary and so avoids
some, though not all, of these problems.

This paper explores the intersection of techno-spirituality,
science fiction and design fiction. The following sections
sketch academic studies of spiritual experiences outside of
HCI and also briefly outline how science fiction has treated
spirituality and spiritually oriented technology. This work is
then used as the basis for “imaginary abstracts” that
consider what design prototypes for techno-spirituality
research might look like.

Spirituality and Spiritual Experience
The study of spiritual experiences, and of spirituality as
separate from religion, has enjoyed a substantial expansion
outside HCI in recent years. Much of this work appears in
the healthcare literature (e.g., [23, 31]), prompted by
patients’ accounts of spiritual experiences or requests for
“spiritual care”, both of which seem especially common in
people nearing the end of life or facing a life-threatening
condition. Other spirituality research appears in theology,
psychology, psychiatry and neuroscience (e.g., [33, 45]).

Spirituality has been defined in many ways, but according
to [31] all of the definitions “address a universal aspect of
the human condition” (p. 216). Rather than go into detail
here about the many definitions and their common themes,
we will use Seligman’s [58] definition of spirituality in
terms of transcendence: “emotional strengths that reach
outside and beyond you to connect you to something larger
and  more  permanent:  to  other  people,  to  the  future,  to
evolution, to the divine, or to the universe” (p. 259).
Academia is working to understand this area of life, and
HCI must integrate research on spirituality, religion and
spiritual experience if it is to explore techno-spirituality.

The Need for a Shared Vocabulary
The techno-spirituality research community currently lacks
a shared vocabulary for what it is studying. Author
keywords in the ACM-DL are extremely diverse, making it
hard for techno-spirituality researchers to find each other’s
work. The non-HCI literature may be of some help, but this
also  uses  a  variety  of  terms  —  spiritual,  religious,  sacred,
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mystical, transcendent, numinous, peak — to refer to
experiences that share a core set of features. We ourselves
call them “spiritual and numinous experiences” — a short
phrase  that  we  hope  conveys  the  gist  and  avoids  the
impression that we are focused entirely on religion.

Although  “flow”  is  somewhat  related  to  the  kinds  of
experiences with which techno-spirituality is concerned, it
is not one of them. Privette [51] and Schouten,
McAlexander and Koenig [56] describe the differences in
terms of peak experience: “Peak experience… is mystic and
transpersonal” whilst “flow is fun” [51, p. 1361]; and “a
peak experience  is less like a deliberate process and more
like an epiphany” [56, p. 358].

Previous studies have found that techno-spiritual products
“in the wild” exhibited more usage themes than the three
that HCI had studied [11]. Our preliminary analysis
indicates four additional themes: education, divination,
social, and spiritual growth / inspiration. YouTube searches
for spirituality and religion yield tens of millions of
spiritually oriented videos3 (Table 1). Doubtless some of
these videos are not spiritually oriented, and probably many
of them appear under more than one keyword (thus, we
give no total), but their numbers help convey the extent to
which online video technology is used for spiritual and
religious purposes. Their relative numbers may also prove
useful in building a shared vocabulary.

Spiritual and Numinous Experiences

Spiritual Experience: A Sense of Connection
Spiritual experience has been defined in many ways — but
the  research  points  to  a  set  of  common  aspects.  Spiritual
experiences occur more often in religious settings and
activities than in secular ones [31] but are by no means
limited to religious contexts or people [41]. These
emotionally intense experiences commonly involve feelings
such as awe, wonder, reverence, devotion, tranquillity and
peace [45]. People report a sense of unity with an other —
nature, humanity, the divine or the infinite (often a divine
entity [33]) — and a reduced sense of boundaries between
themselves and the other [45]. Both religious and secular
experiences of this kind have been described as numinous.

Numinous Experience: Awe, Fascination, Dread
The word numinous was in use as long ago as 1647 [46],
almost three hundred years before Rudolf Otto proposed the
term to describe experiences of the holy [47]. Otto appears
to have claimed coinage, however, defining the feeling as a
mysterium tremendum (p.  12)  —  a  sense  of  mystery  and
awe of an Other that is both frightening and fascinating.
Declaring “dread” to be an essential component of
numinous experience, he describes it as a deep spiritual
fear, emphasising that it is not merely a stronger version of

3 The number the table gives for “meditation” is 36% higher
than the count we obtained for it in late August, 2013.

ordinary fear, such as what we may feel about wasps or
earthquakes. Some writers have accepted Otto’s claim to
coinage and his view of dread as an essential component of
numinous experience, but Bastow [4] disagrees. “Otto's
phenomenology”, he states, “is (illegitimately) influenced
by his philosophy” (p. 169); Otto’s writing, Bastow asserts,
does not support his claim that dread is always an aspect of
such experiences. It appears, then, that Otto’s contribution
lies primarily in popularising numinous and extending its
meaning beyond a direct reference to a numen, a divinity.

The late Christopher Hitchens, an outspoken advocate for
atheism, claimed the numinous for all humankind, not just
believers. In an interview with Laura Sheahen of the
curiously named Society of Mutual Autopsy, he explained:

“We have a sense of awe and wonder at something
beyond ourselves… That's the numinous, and there’s
enough wonder in the natural world without any
resort to the supernatural being required.” [59, p. 3]

Otto, too, describes numinous as  involving  awe;  and
although he appears to prefer the negative aspects of awe
modern research seems to disagree. Keltner and Haidt [38]
studied awe in depth, and proposed a model of awe that has
two essential components — vastness and accommodation.
They point out that the need to make sense of an experience
of  vastness  may or  may not  be  satisfied,  and  state  that  the
satisfaction (or not) of this need creates the difference
between enlightening (positive) and terrifying (negative)
forms of awe. Accommodation, then, appears to be a major
factor in whether a numinous experience involves
fear/dread or joy.

SCIENCE FICTION
Arthur C. Clarke famously observed that “any sufficiently
advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic” [14].
That this observation should come from a science fiction
writer is no accident. Science fiction is a modern “wonder
tale”, a form as old as recorded literature itself [1]. Joseph
Campbell was a comparative mythologist who identified a
structure of myth and wonder tales which has been
incorporated directly into many SF films, most famously

Keyword YouTube Videos
Divine 4,140,000
Faith 11,200,000
Holy 13,800,000
Meditation 9,350,000
Prayer 9,460,000
Religion 6,540,000
Sacred 3,540,000
Spiritual 4,450,000

Table 1: YouTube Video Counts for Spiritual and
Religious Keywords, April 2014
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Star Wars and The Matrix. Campbell outlines the “Hero’s
journey” in twelve stages, beginning with a call to
adventure which the Hero refuses at first [13]. Following
the eventual acceptance of the adventure, the hero is
presented with supernatural aids or talismans — in the
Perseus  myth,  for  example,  a  sword  that  can  cut  stone.  In
SF these aids are almost always technologies of one kind or
another, e.g., the light-sabre. Technology and magic have
indistinguishable roles in SF because they serve precisely
the  same  function  —  they  are  aids  to  the  hero.  SF  uses
technology to express deep human desires — invisibility,
invulnerability, etc.

Margaret Atwood’s overview of SF and the human
imagination [1] points out that religion and spirituality have
always  been  major  themes  in  SF.  She  notes  that  John
Milton was the last great author to construct a three-
dimensional Biblical world while William Blake not long
afterwards invented his own religious mythology. Atwood
observes that if anyone today said they had seen angels in a
tree, as Blake frequently did, they would likely be “locked
up in a bin” but science fiction writers can always “put
them on Planet X” [54].

Science fiction has long been a place for exploring
questions of spirituality and religion. C.S. Lewis’s SF
trilogy is perhaps the clearest example: like Milton in
Paradise Lost,  Lewis  seeks  to  justify  the  ways  of  God  to
Man. His premise here is that the Earth is a “silent planet”
out  of  contact  with  God  and  the  rest  of  the  universe  as  a
result of the Fall. Christian theology appears directly in
these novels as a response to what Lewis perceived as the
materialistic and colonialist visions of H.G. Wells [48].
Olaf Stapleton’s StarMaker is also directly concerned with
visions of God. Here the protagonist engages in an extended
astral projection, rising out of the Earth through the solar
system and on into the galaxies beyond, finding other
worlds and life forms until finally he sees God busily
engaged in the making of worlds. Religion and spirituality
are also major themes for Philip K. Dick, a writer described
by critics as “the Shakespeare of Science Fiction” and a
man who, like Blake, experienced intense visions himself.

Many SF writers, however, approach religious and
theological questions from entirely materialist or atheist
positions. Kurt Vonnegut, for example, argues in Cat’s
Cradle that religions are fictions that can nevertheless be
useful if they make people happy, good and brave. His
character Bokonon invents his own religion, composing it
entirely of “foma”, harmless untruths [65]. In the first three
Star Wars movies the Force appears as something more or
less mystical but The Phantom Menace provides a
scientistic explanation with a biological origin for the force:
micro-organisms called “midi-chlorians” residing in the
cells of living things [30].

The religious tropes of science fiction are so numerous and
common that the excellent “TV tropes” website4 devotes
many pages to examples of clichés and endlessly recurring
motifs — robots worship their human makers; Gods of the
ancient  world  turn  out  to  be  space  travelers;  Jesus  was  a
time traveler; the crowd demanding Jesus’ crucifixion were
all time travelers; Satan is a hostile alien; and so on.

What  is  of  most  interest  for  the  purposes  of  this  paper  are
the ways in which SF imagines religious or spiritually
oriented technologies. Arthur C. Clarke’s short story “The
Nine Billion Names of God” depicts a group of monks who
build  a  supercomputer  to  speak  all  of  the  names  for  the
Creator of the Universe. As the program comes to an end
and the last names are spoken, the stars begin to wink out.
In Isaac Asimov’s “The Last Question”, a supercomputer is
built  and  asked  if  there  is  a  way  to  reverse  entropy.  The
computer replies that there is insufficient data for an
answer. Successive generations of supercomputer are asked
the same question but the response is always “insufficient
data”.  As  the  universe  cools,  the  last  humans  ask  the
question again; the computer intones, “Let there be light.”
Perhaps as a satirical response to these stories, Douglas
Adams’ supercomputer “Deep Thought” is asked for the
“ultimate answer to life, the universe, and everything”.
After  thinking  about  it  for  several  million  years,  Deep
Thought announces that the answer is “42” and explains
that the problem was nobody ever really worked out what
the question was. To find out what this question might be,
Deep Thought designs an even greater supercomputer, one
so complex that life itself forms part of its matrix. This
supercomputer is the earth and just before readout, it is
tragically destroyed to make way for a new hyperspace
bypass.

All of these stories are concerned with eschatology and
teleology, imagining the ending of worlds and what such
endings might mean. Perhaps for some they can evoke the
numinous — the fascination, awe and (sometimes) dread
that often occur in spiritual experiences. Numinous
experience is a common response to science fiction as well
as to artificial intelligence.

The Numinous in Artificial Intelligence (A.I.)
Science fiction tends to portray robots with humanlike
physical features; in contrast, most robots built by science
have had a more mechanical appearance. “Cog” is an early
robot built at MIT with humanoid upper body and head
[30]. In 1998 Anne Foerst [24] pointed out that many of the
human reactions to Cog were similar to Otto’s description
of numinous encounters with the Holy — fascination and
fear. Robert Geraci, a cultural historian of religions, pursues
this insight, analysing representations of AI in science
fiction [30]. Geraci points to the common theme of
“technowrath”, where AI machines develop self awareness

4 www.tvtropes.org
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and enslave humanity. In the Terminator films, for
example, machines go to war with humanity; and in The
Matrix, humans are farmed as energy sources for
computers. Asimov’s Three Laws of Robotics, first
proposed in his novel I, Robot, are fictional attempts to
regulate the danger of this uncanny “other” of machine
intelligence, and his series of “Robot” books revolves
around the ways in which the laws are and are not adequate
to protect humanity from its creation. Although R2-D2
represents an exceptionally lovable droid, the Star Wars
series also echoes the fear of technowrath — Darth Vader is
only part human, more machine than man. Geraci points out
that this terror of AI exists in the earliest representations of
robots. The term robot originated in a 1921 play by Karel
Čapek, in which mechanical workers rebel and enslave their
masters. In Fritz Lang’s 1927 silent film masterpiece,
Metropolis, a beautiful and seductive robot named Maria
incites subterranean workers into war with the citizens
living  in  luxury  above  them.  Robots  are,  from  the
beginning, fascinating and seductive in that they promise
emancipation from work, but they are also threatening and
frightening. SF conveys an existential unease around the
development of intelligent technology.

Both Foerst and Geraci appear to have accepted Otto’s
definition of numinous experience as involving dread, and
their writing focuses on the “fear” aspect of humans’
emotional response to AI. For Geraci our ambivalence
towards AI is best expressed in the work of Philip K. Dick.
In his novel Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? and its
film adaption, Blade Runner, androids are almost
indistinguishable from humans, so an empathy test is
devised to identify them. Other works of Dick’s fiction,
however, deal even more directly with holy terror. In Eye in
the Sky, God literally sees everything that the characters are
doing and immediately rewards or punishes them. In A
Maze of Death, prayer is an art that is supported by science,
and machines transmit requests to god-worlds, as in the
quote  at  the  beginning  of  this  paper.  God,  or  “the
Mentufacturer”, is a known and contactable entity. A
“redeemer” figure known as “He Who Walks the Earth”
also visits the characters and offers them advice such as -
get some therapy. Although the characters appear to have
factual knowledge of God rather than faith, this in no way
relieves their fear, uncertainty and doubt. They are stranded
on an unknown planet and waiting to be told what their
mission is when their technology fails and the message is
erased. The characters decide to pray. Dr. Babble asks, “to
which aspect of the Deity should we pray?” The exchange
that follows is worth quoting at length:

“If you want time rolled back, say to the moment
before any of us accepted this assignment,” Maggie
said, “then it would be to the Mentufacturer. If we
want the Deity to stand in for us, collectively to
replace us in this situation then it would be to the
Intercessor. If we individually want help in finding
our way out –”

“All three,” Bert Kosler said in a shaking voice. “Let
the Deity decide which part of himself he wishes to
use.”

“He may not want to use any,” Susie Smart said
tartly. “We’d better decide on our own. Isn’t that part
of the art of praying?” [16, p. 53]

The notion of a direct technological line to God echoes Kurt
Vonnegut’s joke that he once had so much faith in scientists
that he expected one of them to take a colour photo of God
Almighty and sell it to Popular Mechanics [65]. Although
the characters in A Maze of Death know that God exists and
they have the capacity to make immediately answerable
prayers, this does not put them at ease. The book begins
when a prayer is answered and a man who hates his job is
transferred to another one. The transfer results in his being
stranded on another world with no idea why. As with AI,
the prayer machine evokes fascination but also horror, fear
and dread — it is a numinous entity.

Can an understanding of reactions to the numinous, based
in science fiction, contribute to techno-spiritual design?

Design Fiction and Imaginary Abstracts
“Imaginary Abstracts” are a form of design fiction written
in the style of academic abstracts. They summarise papers
that have not been written about prototypes which do not
exist [6], placing concept designs within a research context.
Technologies such as Arduino and Raspberry Pi make
building research prototypes much faster and cheaper. A
“because we can” mentality can sometimes be hard to
resist, and HCI has been accused of “solutionism”,  creating
gadgets to fix problems that don’t exist or proposing
technological quick fixes to complex social, political and
environmental problems [43]. Imaginary abstracts allow
researchers to take concept designs and consider what, if
anything, might be learned by making them.

Six imaginary abstracts on the topic of techno-spirituality
were written for the CHI 2014 “Alternate Endings”
workshop on design fiction. A position paper [8] presented
these abstracts as a report from an imaginary workshop on
techno-spirituality. The abstract titled Unworldy Goods:
Supporting religious and spiritual practice through eBay
roulette described a system to help Christians donate their
possessions to the poor, as suggested in Mark 10:17-31, and
to aid Buddhists wishing to turn away from “samsara”, the
illusory distractions of the material world. Users enter a list
of  their  worldly  goods  in  a  database;  the  system “makes  a
weekly selection from the list, places the item on eBay and
donates the profit  to a charity of the user’s choice”. In the
imaginary user study, most participants drop out, some
game the system by entering only cheap, unwanted items,
and one asks to carry on using it beyond the end of the trial.
The “Worldly Goods” concept is clearly something of a
“critical design” pointing up hypocrisy, but also perhaps it
could be seen as a reflection on the difficulties and
challenges of religious practice.
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In lighter vein, a Soul Food Microwave abstract describes a
study of a microwave oven which signals that food is ready
by singing “Amen” in four-part harmony when the time is
up. While food is being heated, it plays hymns recorded at a
local church. The imaginary study involved housebound
users who could not attend church easily, and it identified a
strong novelty effect that wore off quickly.

Other imaginary abstracts were motivated by more serious
intent. Pilgrim Trail: presence and absence in religious
pilgrimages describes a website and mobile app designed to
enable adults who cannot make a pilgrimage in person to
join a pilgrimage remotely and experience the journey “in
spirit” with those who are there in person. The user uploads
a photo as an avatar and searches for forthcoming
pilgrimages by religion, geography and/or date. Once the
person has joined the pilgrimage, the system depicts the
pilgrims’ progress from beginning to end. It enables the
person to participate in group activities remotely and to
share thoughts and feelings with other pilgrims. Being
unable to make a pilgrimage to a holy site is a real concern
for some people, and the imaginary study took a nuanced
view of what people did and did not get from the system.
Some of the fictional participants felt inspired and
connected; for others, the virtual attendance highlighted
their isolation.

NUMINOUS EXPERIENCE: AN IMAGINARY ABSTRACT
A 1987 novel called Conversations with Lord Byron on
Perversion, 163 Years After His Lordship’s Death [49]
imagines an AI project where the entire works of Byron are
archived in an AI system to create a conversational agent.
The notion of a conversational agent speaking with a
Byronic lexicon is feasible, and the re-creation of a literary
personality would be a fascinating challenge. More
interesting still might be the creation of a digital prophet.

Pastiche is a style of writing which borrows from source
material to create new work. Although pastiche is
sometimes derided as crude and derivative, it is a form
employed by writers as serious as James Joyce and
Stanislaw Lem. Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet is  a  much
loved 20th-Century work written in the poetic style of an
ancient holy text. It recounts the doings and sayings of an
imagined prophet and uses language similar to that of the
King  James  Bible.  It  draws  on  a  number  of  religious
traditions to present a new theology, which has endured in
the popular imagination. Many of The Prophet’s parables
and sayings are powerful because, like all art, it is
ambiguous and open to multiple interpretations.

Ambiguity has long been a key topic in HCI. In the early
years of the field, most of the work addressing ambiguity
attempted to eliminate it because ambiguous interfaces
(e.g., non-obvious shifts in mode) lead to errors. But Gaver,
Beaver and Benford [27] pointed out that ambiguity can
also be a resource for creating meaningful interaction. The
Home Health Monitor, for instance, sought to present
information from sensors in the home in an ambiguous way,

in the hope that residents would find such presentations
unobtrusive and ludic [29]. Ambiguity might be well suited
to a conversational agent drawing on sacred texts.

The following abstract describes an imaginary prototype
and a fictional user study.

Chatbot of the Gods: an ambiguous and numinous
conversational agent
HCI has begun to consider the ways in which
technology can support  ineffable experiences such as
spiritual practice. This paper reports findings from a
user study of a “digital prophet”, a conversational
agent that draws on sacred texts. Users sit in a
darkened booth equipped with monitors on three sides.
They present the Chatbot with a query or statement
and it responds with parables, stories and ambiguous
advice such as “make peace with your brother”. The
system draws on content from various sacred texts,
including those of Judaism, Christianity, Islam,
Buddhism and Hinduism, and on values common to
world religions [57]. The system speaks in either a
deep, resonant voice or a soft, gentle one while
displaying imagery and playing music and chants from
the faith traditions represented. The system was
deployed for four weeks in a Unitarian church in the
North East of England and used by 67 people. The
study confirmed Foerst’s finding that such systems can
be experienced as numinous. Some participants found
it liberating to confide in a machine. Others were
more skeptical — two wanted to dispute the advice —
and a small but vocal minority found it offensive. The
paper argues that such systems show promise in
delivering old messages in new formats.

A.I. studies have long found that users of conversational
agents such as ELIZA [65] often write in a confessional
mode, admitting to the machine things that they would not
ordinarily tell a stranger [64]. Users will also often interpret
a  computer  as  being  polite  or  rude  even  when  they  know
very well that it is just executing code [53]. It is possible,
then, that a conversational agent pastiching and quoting
holy texts might be experienced as meaningful. The
fictional finding that some users enjoyed confessing to a
machine is not implausible and might even be considered as
a hypothesis worth testing if such a system were to be built.

More recent research has found numinous experiences in
technology-supported environments. In 2010 a prototype
called “The Other” [25] explored “felt presence” via an
immersive, media-rich AI environment that aimed to evoke
a sense of a numinous presence by producing subjective
aspects of sleep paralysis, a condition in which “felt
presence” experiences often occur. Many of the participants
did report sensing a presence, and more than one of them
described it as “creepy” (ibid.).  In  addition,  some  of  the
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comments on YouTube meditation videos5 hinted that some
viewers may have had numinous experiences, involving not
only fear (“i feel like theres someone watching me holy
shit”) but also wonder and joy (“I closed my eyes and the
spiritual world, Angels, galaxies, and an outer [sic] body
experience flashed before my eyes. … I truly believe they
were real”) [12].

A  study  such  as Chatbot of the Gods might investigate
whether it is possible to create a culturally sensitive digital
artefact  that  would  open  up  sacred  texts  to  new  kinds  of
interaction. It is possible to imagine a system that would
use “blind reading” in the manner of stage mediums, to
create startling effects that might deliberately engineer
experiences of the numinous; or it might be situated in an
even more immersive environment. Such a project might
inform techno-spiritual design but would have to be
designed carefully to address ethical concerns.

DISCUSSION
Confessional machines have featured in science fiction
many times. In George Lucas’ 1971 film THX 1138, the
protagonist sits in a booth before a giant image of Jesus and
tells a machine his problems. He receives replies no more
sophisticated than “yes, I understand”, “yes, fine” or “could
you be more specific?” The character responds in
confessional mode like early users of ELIZA. At the end of
the confession he receives the “blessings of the state” and is
told to “work hard” and “increase production”. The vision
is dystopian and the machine is presented as an ideological
apparatus of state control providing, at best, shallow relief
for drugged worker drones. As with most depictions of A.I.
in science fiction, the effect is primarily chilling.

A similar idea appears in Philip K. Dick’s Galactic Pot
Healer [17].  Here  the  protagonist,  Joe,  puts  a  dime  into  a
“padre booth”, turns the dial to a random selection and gets
Zen. The Padre asks him to share his torments and Joe says
he hasn’t worked in seven months. The Padre tells him that
“not working is the hardest work of all.” Joe switches to a
Puritan Ethic  and is told that without work Man is nothing.
Dialing Roman Catholic Joe is told he is safe in God’s love.
Selecting Allah he is told to overcome the enemies of
weariness  and fear of failure in a jihad. When Joe dials for
Judaism he runs out of money before hearing the advice.
Again the intent is primarily satirical, the Padre offers
caricatures of each faith tradition and ultimately Joe runs
out of money before he finds what he’s looking for. Perhaps
more than any other science fiction writer, PKD (as he is
known to fans) is deeply mistrustful of technology and its
capacity to commodify every aspect of existence.

But there are other, more nuanced representations of
techno-spirituality in PKD’s work, perhaps most notably in
A  Maze  of  Death. In the closing chapter of this book

5 These comments were not reported in [12]; we took them
from the list of all captured comments.

(spoiler alert) the machines which amplify prayers, as well
as the manifestations of an interventionist God, are revealed
in the to be a “polyencephalic hallucination” created by a
“TENCH” machine for the crew of a spaceship. This
machine for collective dreaming was originally designed to
keep the crew entertained for a twenty-year flight. But the
ship is now lost, orbiting a dead star with nowhere to go,
and the machine is used to keep the crew sane. The prayer
machine and the dream world’s theology were the crew’s
own collective invention:

“They had fed into the ship’s computer all the data
they had in their possession concerning advanced
religions.  Into TENCH 889B had gone elaborated
information dealing with Judaism, Christianity,
Mohammedanism, Zoroastrianism, Tibetan Buddhism
… a complex mass, out of which TENCH 889b was to
distill a composite religion, a synthesis of every factor
involved” ([16], p. 181).

Although the TENCH world is nightmarish and violent the
crew all long to make a return. They wish they really had an
Intercessor, and one points out “that’s why we created it.”
In a final twist, one crew member contemplates opening the
ship’s vents to end the misery of their never-ending
journey, but the Intercessor appears and takes him to
another life.

Not only is A Maze of Death one  of  SF’s  most  direct
engagements with techno-spirituality, it also reflects on the
function of fiction: the imagined world and the dreamed-of
technology tell the characters what it is that they secretly
desire.  Although  they  recognize  it  as  a  fiction,  it  is
nevertheless what they want.

Fiction has been usefully defined as a means of resolving
conflict at the level of fantasy that cannot be resolved in
reality [20]. The dream of an overarching theology which
unites all world religions is of course a very old one. One of
the clearest rationales for this project appears in William
Blake’s “All Religions Are One” [5]. The poet accounts for
the differences in the mythologies of world religion, with
reference not to truth but to the imagination or “poetic
genius” of nations; for Blake it is the idiosyncrasies of
individual cultures that account for the differences in myth
and metaphor. The dream of a computerised synthesis of
world religion in A Maze of Death is ambivalent: it is both
threatening and fascinating.

Noreen Herzfeld, a Professor of Theology and Computer
Science argues that the quest for intelligent machines “tells
us something about what we value in our own nature” [32].
For Herzfeld questions of artificial intelligence are also
questions about what it means to be human. The argument
is echoed in an article for the Journal of Cultural
Anthropology comparing ethnography and science fiction.
Here, David Samuels points out that many of the literary
devices employed by ethnographers and SF writers are
identical. For example, many science fiction stories begin
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with a “totalizing, panoptic gaze” which encompasses a
whole galaxy before zooming in to one solar system and
planet; similarly many ethnographies begin with aerial
descriptions of an entire continent before swooping down to
particular mountains, lakes and people [55]. The reasons for
such stylistic similarities are, Samuels claims, not
accidental. We read ethnographies of remote and different
peoples for the same reasons that we read science fiction
about invented species: both genres make us look at
ourselves differently; both cause us to re-examine our
assumptions about everyday life; both explore what it is to
be human.

Spiritual experiences are difficult to articulate for those that
have  had  them  and  difficult  to  understand  for  those  that
have not [34]. Like ethnography, science fiction opens up a
space  that  allows  us  to  examine  the  limits  of  our  own
experience. In this sense SF may be considered  a resource
for techno-spiritual design. The Chatbot of the Gods
imaginary abstract is of course far less rich in ambiguity
and ambivalence than the science fiction which inspired it.
The differences between science fiction and design fiction
could not be more stark: although the science fiction is
clearly more interesting from an artistic and philosophical
perspective, the design fiction suggests a plausible
realization of an old dream. Science fiction situates fantasy
technologies in poetic and symbolic contexts. Imaginary
abstracts place design fictions in the context of research.
Imaginary abstracts are in this sense research fiction.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a number of “imaginary abstracts”
for techno-spiritual designs. Although some of these were
ironic or critical designs, some may be worth exploring
further. Researchers who take subjective experience
seriously cannot lightly dismiss spirituality. And yet,
articulating experiences such as the numinous is very
difficult. It has long been acknowledged that science fiction
can be a valuable resource for thinking about design. We
have argued here that SF is particularly useful when
considering domains as ineffable as spiritual experiences.
Making actual prototypes in research through design may
also be a promising tool for exploring techno-spirituality; it
is possible that prototypes of the Pilgrim Trail or the
Chatbot of the Gods would be worth making if they were
feasible within the usual academic time-and-budget
constraints. But it is important to articulate the value of
proposed prototypes as clearly as possible, even at the stage
of concept design. Research fictions like imaginary
abstracts can help to identify the potential contributions that
prototypes might make.
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